Student Magazine Meeting
Wednesday 8th October 2014, 4:35pm – 5:15pm in F01, The Bedford Sixth Form
Attendees:
Tashan Lewis
Rachel Jurance
Nicole Percival
Sophia Hehn

Melissa Frohock
Sonia Dhanda
Shanai Momi

Lucy Felton (Student Services Staff)
The students discussed what content they would be interested in bringing to the magazine.
The following was decided:
Rachel : Fashion and Black History Month
Mel: Psychology, Mental Health, Horoscopes
Tashan: Entertainment and Fashion
Sonia: Talent/ Fashion Show review, Music
Nicole: Paranormal, Local Music
Shanai: Gossip/Celebrity, Feel good news, ‘oops’ moments page
Sophia: Film, Baking week, Female Fashion, Quote of the month (all to be involved)
There was also talk about interviewing students and having a dedicated twitter account for
the magazine where we could take content from, Lucy informed the group that she would
need to check with Marketing if we can set one up and staff would need to vet/manage this.
Lucy also mentioned the format the magazine will be in, online and some hard copies, all
contributors will receive a hardcopy. It was explained that around 500 words or a 1 page
and a half on the pc would be sufficient per article, students can input more than one
article.
It was agreed that no one wanted to commit to the design side of the magazine, but
members are willing to send it photos or specific designs for articles, Lucy will take on the
overall design of the magazine and all content needs to be emailed to her first for checking
before it can feature.
The group decided that they would like to aim to complete three magazines over the year,
once a term, Winter, Spring and Summer.

The group discussed different name options for the magazine:

The group decided that they wanted the words ‘Write On’ in the ‘whatsapp/imessage’ style
with an emoticon of a pen/pencil, then the ‘read message’ part which usually features
underneath will include the edition. Lucy decided she will bring the logo to the next
meeting. Also the group decided they wanted a contents page that included photos of the
members, Lucy will bring a camera to take these at the next meeting.
The deadline for submissions is: Friday 21st November (all members received a sheet
explaining this and where to submit their content to, and an additional sheet with all the
magazine meeting dates on).

Next meeting: Wednesday 12th November 2014, 4:35pm – 5:15pm in F01

